
 

 

 

Testimonials – sPartnering Event Life Sciences Israel 

As a Medical device company looking for opportunities, I wish to highly recommend "Life Sciences Israel" business development 

conference that was one of the most productive events by far that I have attended. Following the event we are in advanced 

negotiation on a business deal with a Chinese party we have met in your conference – making it a real potential step for us.  

I strongly advise companies looking for concrete result bringing conference to attend "Life Sciences Israel" that I consider the best 

one in Israel, not mention the visit in this historical exciting country. 

Erney  Mattsson  | C.E.O I  Greaft Cradt Sweden (www.graftcraft.com)  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

As Top sponsor that hosted the gala cocktail at Life Sciences Israel partnering Conference,  we wish to state that our co-operation 

during Life Sciences Israel with you,  was very successful and we appreciated your efforts a lot.  

Life Sciences Israel is a very focused conference generating valuable contacts and business opportunities and therefore we will 

be happy to consider our active participation in 2015 as well. 

Dr. Tilo Mandry LL.M. (Mr.) |  Germany Trade and Invest 

........................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

I would like to thank you for the opportunity to attend the “Life Sciences Israel".  

I was impressed by the well organized and productive conference , these together with the extremely efficient and easy to use 

“Partnering Software” puts this event as the leading event for Life Science partnering in Israel. 

This event is a great opportunity to meet Israeli companies in all kind of development and marketing stages, opportunities and 

industry leaders in Israel in parallel with opportunity to visit gorgeous Israel. 

Yaron  Cherny | Business  Development  Manager |  Pharma | Teva  Israel  

..............................................................................................................................................................................................................

The Life Science Israel Conference 2013 was a big success for us.  

The partner program allowed us to meet many different types of companies and provide us with many potential new funding / 
partnering opportunities. Thank you for a great conference and we look forward to participating again next year. 

Stephen  Marx  Ph.D. |  C.E.O | Marx Biotechnology 

.……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

I wanted to thank you for your kind invitation to your wonderful event. I was happy to have met quite a few interesting companies 

and got further connected to the Israeli life science industry.  

Darren JI | Global Head, Asia and Emerging Markets Partnering |   F. Hoffmann-La Roche  

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

I had a few business development as well as technological goals, and I found potential partners with significant overlapping 

interests in each one of these goals.  The combination of excellent administrative organization, interesting speakers and a very 

cooperative atmosphere yielded practical meetings.  

 

I am looking forward to the Life  Sciences Israel 2015. 

 

Moti Rebhun PhD | C.T.O | Fermentek  Ltd. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

 



 

 

I was very pleased to attend the Life Sciences Israel 2013 partnering conference.  

It provided valuable opportunities for networking & for potential collaborations.  The program was well organized, the 

presentations were interesting & the meetings were very productive. 

Amanda Shauli | Business Development Manager |  Dexcel Pharma.    

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………….           

Last year I attended  your partnering event and I found it extremely interesting and I also had a great  time.. 

Umberto Pasquali | Vice President, Heart Valves Global Operations and R&D | Sorin Group 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….... 

I found your partnering event in 2012 to be the best one we attended in Israel.    

It was very well organized, productive, focused, efficient and  different , not to mention your very innovative partnering software 

that made all the difference with top prequalified meetings and connections.   

We found your event to be very productive and efficient for us as we signed few cooperation agreements and so we look forward 

for the next Life sciences Israel 2013."   

Pioter  Przymusiała | C.E.O |  InfraMed  Devices  

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………….……… 

 

I would like to take this opportunity to acknowledge the excellent Life Science Israel 2013 event, which was the most meaningful, 

effective and successful conference I've participated in Israel lately.As an entrepreneur, CEO of a biomedical company and a 

scientist, I found the event very constructive.  

Formal sessions and Interactive engagements created an excellent opportunity to meet with top leaders of the global pharma 

industry, and extended my networking significantly. In addition, the discussion panels were highly informative, interesting and 

innovative. The flawless organization of the event, which managed to attract the interest of entrepreneurs, pharma professionals 

and investors, was impressive and stimulating.  

This is the second time I have participated in Life Science Israel Partnering event, and I am looking forward for the next 

conference.  

Dr.  Tennenbaum | C.E.O. & Founder | TenCure Ltd. Pharma  

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

I’d like to thank you for inviting me to the “Life Sciences Israel” in Oct 2013, which was very impressive, well organized and highly 

efficient.  I was very happy with the easy to use “Partnering Software” and very satisfied with the one on one meetings. 

This event is a very good opportunity to meet Israeli companies, in addition to some other European life science companies in 

various R&D stages. I enjoyed very much with the conference and your lovely country – Israel 

Ivan Zhai |  翟宇 MD MBA | CEO  总裁, | GCP CMIC ClinPlus Co., Ltd. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………….. 

I enjoyed participating in my first Life Science Israel Partnering Conference, which included lively panel discussions and effective 

one on one partnering meetings regarding new technology opportunities.   

The meeting was well organized and I was able to make good contacts in a more intimate and focused conference setting. 

Albert A. Lauritano  MS, CLP | Director, Technology Licensing & Collaboration |  BD Technologies 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Thanks so much for your kind invitation which gave me the great opportunity to attend “Life Sciences Israel”.  

The organization was both efficient and friendly and the event size gave the opportunity to truly connect with other participants. 

 I have brought back a better understanding of the vibrant Israeli Biotech scene, an introduction to local companies with exciting 

technologies and could also network with some international players. 

Maurice Zultak , Senior Director | Corporate Business Development| Actelion Pharmaceuticals  

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

I would like to thank you for the opportunity to attend the "Life Sciences Israel 2013 Partnering Conference"  as In this conference 
I made my first substantial step from the Academia into the Life Sciences Israel Industry.  
 

As a Postdoctoral fellow from the Hebrew University, I had the privilege to learn from the experience of many biomed companies.    

Importantly, the environment of the conference encouraged me to meet with professionals from various pharmaceutical 
companies which led to potential collaborations of academic research and pharmaceutical firms.  

I am looking forward to the next Life Sciences Israel Partnering Conference in 2015.     

Yaron Suissa | PhD, MBA | Hebrew University – Hadassah Medical School  

  

We look forward doing business with you at Life Sciences Israel 2015 

www.lifesciencesisrael.com 

http://www.lifesciencesisrael.com/

